Motivation: Detecting epistatic interactions in genome-wide association studies (GWAS) is a computational challenge. Such huge numbers of single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) combinations limit the some of the powerful algorithms to be applied to detect the potential epistasis in largescale SNP datasets. Approach: We propose a new algorithm which combines the differential evolution (DE) algorithm with a classification based multifactor-dimensionality reduction (CMDR), termed DECMDR. DECMDR uses the CMDR as a fitness measure to evaluate values of solutions in DE process for scanning the potential statistical epistasis in GWAS. Results: The results indicated that DECMDR outperforms the existing algorithms in terms of detection success rate by the large simulation and real data obtained from the Wellcome Trust Case Control Consortium. For running time comparison, DECMDR can efficient to apply the CMDR to detect the significant association between cases and controls amongst all possible SNP combinations in GWAS.
Introduction
Epistasis is an effect of single genetic variations is likely to be dependent on other genetic variations (Bateson and Mendel, 2013) . There are two types of epistasis: biological and statistical (Cordell, 2009) . Biological epistasis results from physical interactions between bio-molecules (e.g. DNA) , and occurs at the cellular level in individuals (Bateson and Mendel, 2013) . Statistical epistasis occurs at the population level when there is inter-individual variation in DNA sequences (Fisher, 1919) . The relationship between biological epistasis and statistical epistasis is usually confusing but is important to understand the biological inferences from statistical results (Moore and Williams, 2005) . This study focus on the detection of statistical epistasis to facilitate systems biology in expressing an etiological understanding of epistasis in human populations (Moore, 2005) . The terms 'gene-gene interactions' and 'genetic interactions' are known as 'epistasis interactions' that are defined as a logical interaction between two or more genes that affects the organism phenotypes (Cordell, 2009; Moore et al., 2006) . Such interactions seek to identify gene functions and pathways and discover drug targets (Moore et al., 2006) . The large number of single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) can offer the genetic associations in genome-wide association studies (GWAS; Chen et al., 2013; Hein et al., 2012; Li et al., 2010; Orr et al., 2012; Shan et al., 2012) , in which the disease-related SNPs have successfully used to investigate the statistical epistasis on complex disease association (Chen et al., 2013; Shan et al., 2012; Yang et al., 2015a, b) .
Several methods have been proposed to detect epistatic interactions in case-control study, including Multifactor-Dimensionality Reduction (MDR; Ritchie et al., 2001) , BEAM (Zhang and Liu, 2007) , grammatical evolution neural network (GENN; Motsinger et al., 2007) and SNPRuler (Wan et al., 2010) . These methods seek to detect the significant epistatic interaction model by evaluating the non-linear effect amongst factor combinations in case-control study. Traditional approaches to identify SNP interactions usually use biostatistical methods such as contingency tables combined with k-fold cross-validation, but the vast number of possible combinations makes the application of traditional methods difficult. Some proposed approaches (e.g. parallel implementations (Bush et al., 2006) and graphics processing units (GPUs; Greene et al., 2010) ) use hardware to reduce the running times of MDR-based methods, but the problem of factorial operation in MDR-based methods still remains a challenge and the use of hardware (GPUs) may require knowledge of computer science. Therefore, the problem of high-dimensional computations is an important issue in MDR-based methods.
In this study, we proposed a new algorithm, termed DECMDR, which combines the differential evolution (DE) algorithm with a classification based MDR (CMDR) to identify potential epistasis in GWAS. The classification technique and the new MDR-based framework enable MDR to search for epistatic interactions more efficiently than existing methods in small and large samples. Thus, CMDR can be regarded as a powerful fitness measure in evaluations of solution values in DE algorithm process. Owing to DE algorithm high-computational efficiency, DECMDR achieves CMDR to handle high-order epistatic interactions in large genome-wide datasets.
Approach

DE algorithm
DE algorithm (Storn and Price, 1997) is an powerful heuristic approach for numerical optimization problems (Das and Suganthan, 2011; Qin et al., 2009) , and is characterized by a parallel direct search method. The advantage of DE algorithm is very simple implementation and straightforward strategy. Control variables are only required for a few operations and can be improved based on the problems at hand. In DE algorithm operations, three important vectors are used to find the optimal objective, including target vector X i,G , mutant vector V i,G and trial vector U i,G where i represents the ith vector in the population and G represents the Gth generation. The target vector uses the D-dimensional parameter vectors X i,G ¼ (x 1i,G , x 2i,G , . . ., x Di,G ), where i ¼ 1, 2, . . ., NP to represent the ith target vector in the population for generation G. NP is the population size which does not change during the minimization process. A target vector is meant for a feasible solution in the solved problem (e.g. epistatic interaction detection). During initialization, all dimensional parameters in a target vector are randomly generated according the problem definition and this vector must exist in the problem space. Then, all target vectors (i.e. the population) can be located over the entire problem space. The first operation is the mutation operation, in which the mutant vectors are computed by the sum of the weighted difference between two vectors to a third vector. The second operation is the recombination operation, in which the mutated vectors are mixed with the parameters of another pre-determined target vector to yield trial vectors. The third operation is a boundary constraint, which checks whether the trial vectors are extended outside the problem space. If yes, the trial vector is randomly adjusted into the problem space. The final operation is selection operation, which aims to replace the target vector with a trial vector in the next generation if the trial vector yields a better fitness value than the target vector. The fitness values are calculated by a designed fitness function and are used to evaluate the values of target and trial vectors. Through four operations, the value of the target vector can be improved by competition between target and trial vectors in a single generation. Furthermore, the four operations are repeated until the maximum generation is meet, and a target vector with the best fitness value is the final solution in population.
Classification-based multifactor-dimensionality reduction (CMDR)
Here, we improved MDR based on classification for combining with DE algorithm. The classification technique is used for balancing the number of case sets (cases) and number of control sets (controls) within each subset of k-fold cross-validation (CV), and can effectively reduce the prediction error rate. Thus, CMDR can emphasize that the models are trained by k-fold CV training data and best model selection is considered by the average of prediction error rates from k-fold CV testing data (i.e. the CVC selection method in MDR is not used in CMDR; instead CMDR uses the average of prediction error rates within k-fold CV test subsets to select the best model).
Design of DE based CMDR
The DECMDR process includes data pre-processing and four operations: mutation, recombination, boundary constraints, and selection (Additional file: Algorithm 1). Data pre-processing aims to divide data into the k-fold CV operation for fitness value evaluation, in which the k-fold subsets are divided by the CMDR classification technique. For detecting epistatic interactions, data pre-processing, target vector definition, four operations (mutation, recombination, boundary constraint, and selection), and fitness value evaluation are explained in detail in the following sub-sections.
Data pre-processing
In data pre-processing, the classification technique of CMDR is used to generate the balanced 5-fold subsets for 5-fold CV operation for fitness evaluation of the DE process. The classification procedure is illustrated in Additional file: Algorithm 2 and includes the five steps:
Step 1. Classify the samples into cases and controls.
Step 2. Randomly sort samples in cases and samples in controls.
Step 3. Count total number of cases and total number of controls.
Step 4. Compute the ratio between cases and controls.
Step 5. Classify the samples of cases and samples of controls into a jth-fold subset according to their ratio, in which j is the index of fold in CV.
Target vector definition
In detecting epistatic interactions, a target vector in the population is regarded as a factor combination among all feasible combinations. A target vector is based on the genetic (i.e. SNP) and environmental factors where the factors are mutually different in a target vector. Suppose m independent variables (genetic and environmental factors) and n-way epistatic interaction detection in a case-control study. A target vector in pop-size target vectors (population) is represented by:
...; f n;i;G jf 2 independent variablesÞ; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; pop Àsize where i represents the index of the target vector in the population, pop-size is the population size and G is the Gth generation. n is the number of factor combinations. f n,i,G represents a selected variable in the ith target vector in the Gth generation. At initialization (i.e. G ¼ 0), the parameters in a target vector are randomly generated by Equation (1).
where j is the index of the parameter in a vector, i is the index of the target vector in the population, and n is the number of factor combinations. upper and lower are respectively the lower and upper bounds of the indexes of the independent variables. The random number generator, rand j Â [0,1) returns a uniformly distributed random value from within the range [0,1), i.e. 0 rand j Â [0,1) < 1.
Mutation
In the mutation operation, each target vector can generate a mutant vector V i,Gþ1 which is a vector sum of the weighted difference between two vectors to a third vector as follows:
where r 1 , r 2 and r 3 2 {1, 2, . . ., pop-size} are the random indexes of the population, in which the variables are mutually different. popsize is the population size and G is the Gth generation. X r1,G , X r2,G and X r3,G are the selected three target vectors in the population, in which X i,G and the variables are mutually different. F is a real and constant factor 2 [0, 2] that controls the amplification of the differential variation (X r2,G À X r3,G ).
Recombination
The recombination operation improves vector diversity of a population. It incorporates the mutant vector V i,Gþ1 and the current target vector X i,G at an ith target vector to generate a trial vector U i,Gþ1 . A trial vector can be represented as:
where u j;i;Gþ1 ¼ v j;i;Gþ1 ifðrandbðjÞ CRÞ or j ¼ rnbrðiÞ;
In Equation (3), i is the index of the trial vector in the population, n is the number of factor combinations and G is the Gth generation. In Equation (4), j is the index of the dimension in the mutant vector V i,G and in the target vector X i,G , where the two i values are respectively the indexes of the mutant and target vectors in the population. v j,i,Gþ1 is the jth variable in the ith mutant vector in population at Gþ1th generation. x j,i,Gþ1 is the jth variable in the ith target vector in population at Gþ1th generation. randb(j) is the jth evaluation of a uniform random number generator with an outcome2 [0, 1] . CR is the crossover constant2[0, 1]. rnbr(i) is a randomly chosen index-21, 2,...,n, which ensures that U i,Gþ1 obtains at least one parameter from V i,Gþ1 .
Boundary constraints
Following the recombination operation, each trial vector must check whether the vector as a feasible combination, i.e. no parameters in the trial vector extend outside of the problem space. Boundary constraints aim to check and adjust the trial vector within the feasible combinations. Equation (5) is a function which guarantees that the parameters of a trial vector do not violate the boundary constraints with random values generated by Equation (1):
if ðu j;i;G <lower or u j;i;G >upperÞ or ð9!u j;i;G 2U i;G Þ u j;i;G ;
where j is the index of the dimension in the trial vector U i,G and i is the index of the trial vector in the population. G is the Gth generation. upper and lower are respectively the lower and upper bounds of the indexes of the independent variables. A!u j,i,G represents that a variable at the jth parameter only exists in the ith trial vector in the Gth generation.
Selection
The selection operation determines whether the target vector X i,G is replaced by the trial vector U i,G for DE algorithm operations in the next generation. If the value of trial vector U i,Gþ1 yields a better value than the target vector X i,G , then X i,Gþ1 is set to U i,Gþ1 ; otherwise, X i,G is retained as X i,Gþ1 . The values of target vector and trial vector are explained in Fitness value evaluation section below.
Fitness value evaluation
The fitness value evaluations evaluate the values of the target and trial vectors, and are computed using the six steps of CMDR. These steps are explained in detail below. Let p be a feasible vector in DE algorithm (i.e. target and trial vectors) for a two-way epistatic interaction problem, e.g. two SNP factors. These two factors include the three genotypes. Thus, nine multi-factor classes can be generated from the combinations of genotypes between two SNP factors. Each class includes the total number of samples in cases and in controls regardless of which genotype combination corresponds with the class.
Step 1. Determine high/low risk within the multi-factor class using training data.
Each multi-factor class determines the risk (high or low) according the ratio between total numbers of cases and controls. The risk is high if the ratio is higher than or equal to 1, and low otherwise. In training data, the ratioĥ a is computed by Equation (6).
where n ab represents the total number of samples within the ath multi-factor class in the b outcome risk status in the training data. n þb represents the total number of samples in the b outcome risk status, where b ¼ 1 for cases and b ¼ 0 for controls. Equation (6) assigns the multi-factor class to either high-risk or low-risk and provides a more accurate prediction error rate for unbalanced cases and controls.
Step 2. Determine high/low risk within the multi-factor class using testing data.
The high/low risks within the multi-factor classes are determined identically as in Step 1 but using the testing data subset. The ratio h a is computed by Equation (7).
where t ab represents the number of samples within the ath multifactor class in the b outcome risk status in the testing data, where b ¼ 1 for cases and b ¼ 0 for controls. Both n þ0 and n þ1 are the same as Equation (6).
Step 3. Compare the multi-factor classes in terms of risks determined by training and testing data, and evaluate the true positive (TP), false positive (FP), false negative (FN) and true negative (TN).
After
Step 2, TP, FP, FN and TN in the confusion matrix can be evaluated by comparing the multi-factor classes for risks as determined by training and testing data. TP is the number of correctly classified samples (case group) in the testing data within the high-risk group as determined by the training data. FP is the number of incorrectly classified samples (control group) in the testing data within the high-risk group as determined by the training data. FN is the number of incorrectly classified samples (case group) in the testing data within the low-risk group as determined by the training data. TN is the number of correctly classified samples (control group) in the testing data within the low-risk group as determined by the training data. Equation (8) 
where t ab represents the number of samples within the ath multifactor class in the bth outcome risk status. n þb represents the total number of samples in the bth outcome risk status, where b ¼ 1 for cases and b ¼ 0 for controls. All multi-factor classes are thus reduced to four dimensions, i.e. TP, FP, FN and TN.
Step 4. Evaluate the prediction error rate (per) within a p. Equation (9) considers two groups (i.e. case and control groups) as being equally accountable for both positive and negative errors caused by the group imbalance. Thus, an accurate per can be computed using the ratios of FP in controls and of FN in cases.
where TP, FP, FN and TN are computed by Equation (8).
Step 5. Repeat steps 1-4 until all CV folds are complete.
Step 6. Compute the average of prediction error rates (caps) in all CV folds within a feasible combination p, and this caps is the fitness value of a p.
Additional file provides an example to illustrate how DECMDR works.
Availability of supporting data
The DECMDR program can be downloaded from the link https:// goo.gl/p9sLuJ.
Parameter settings
For all tests, the parameters of BEAM and SNPRuler are set to the default settings. In BEAM, the settings 'burmin', 'mcmc', 'thin' and 'try_length' are the automatic settings (i.e. 0). Parameter 'p_thresh-old' is set to 0.3, and it controls the BEAM output interactions with Bonferroni-adjusted P-values smaller than a user-specified value. In SNPRuler, the parameter 'updateRatio' set to 0.2, and this is the step size used in updating a rule. MDR, CMDR and DECMDR use the 5-fold CV test. DECMDR have four common parameters: population size (pop-size), generation size (gen-size), the scaling factor (F) and crossover constant (CR). For simulation datasets, in all experiments the following values are set: pop-size ¼ 100, gen-size ¼ 300, F ¼ 0.5 and CR ¼ 0.5. For real datasets, the values are set: popsize ¼ 500, gen-size ¼ 1000, F ¼ 0.5 and CR ¼ 0.5. The parameters settings are taken from suggestions of Price et al. (2006) .
Results
Among existing methods, BEAM (Zhang and Liu, 2007) , SNPRuler (Wan et al., 2010) and MDR (Ritchie et al., 2001) are powerful tools for the detection of epistatic interactions. In this study, MDR uses the unbalanced data version (Yang et al., 2013) . The performance of DECMDR is evaluated through comparative studies using CMDR, BEAM, SNPRuler and MDR with the simulated datasets. A large real genome-wide dataset from the Wellcome Trust Case Control Consortium (WTCCC) using the Affymetrix GeneChip 500K Mapping Array Set is used to test DECMDR.
Experiments on simulation data
In simulation data experiments, the common goal is to detect the specific two-locus SNP combination (target) in each artifact epistasis model. The disease loci with and without marginal effects are used to test BEAM, SNPRuler, MDR, CMDR and DECMDR in the disease associated interactions defined by the epistatic models.
Comparison of DECMDR with existing methods on disease loci with marginal effects
The eight epistatic models with marginal effects are obtained from Namkung et al. Supplementary Table S1 . In each epistatic model, we simulate 100 different datasets under setting, with minor allele frequencies (MAF) chosen uniformly in [0.05, 0.5], to evaluate success rate. This success rate is evaluated by the proportion of generated 100 datasets in which a target of epistatic interaction is detected by an algorithm. All simulation datasets are generated by GAMETES software (Shang et al., 2013) .
In eight epistatic models, MDR (M), CMDR (C) and DECMDR (D) outperformed both BEAM (B) and SNPRuler (R) in large samples (Fig. 1, 1000 cases and 1000 controls), while the worst performance is MDR in small samples (Fig. 1, 200 cases and 200 controls) . DECMDR outperformed CMDR, BEAM, SNPRuler and MDR, indicating the success rates of BEAM, SNPRuler and MDR may difficultly detect the specific two-locus epistatic interaction in the epistatic models with marginal effects.
Comparison of DECMDR with existing methods on disease loci without marginal effects
The 60 epistatic models without marginal effects are used to compare the performance in BEAM, SNPRuler, MDR, CMDR and DECMDR. These models belong to pure epistatic models and the multi-locus penetrances are obtained from Wan et al. (2010) . The details of multi-locus penetrances are shown in Supplementary  Tables S2-S7 . GAMETES software is used to generate epistatic models under settings (Urbanowicz et al., 2012) . The heritability h 2 controls the phenotypic variation of these 60 models, and ranges from 0.025 to 0.4, and MAF ranges from 0.2 to 0.4. For each epistatic model, the 100 datasets consisting of 1000 SNPs and including 200 cases and 200 controls are generated. The discrimination success rate is evaluated by the proportion of the 100 datasets in which the specific disease-associated two-locus SNP combination is detected by an algorithm.
In 60 epistatic models, DECMDR (D) outperformed CMDR (C), BEAM (B), SNPRuler (R) and MDR (M) in detecting epistatic interactions without marginal effects (Fig. 2) 
Experiments on real data
A real dataset from the WTCCC, a collaborative effort between 50 British research groups established in 2005 (Burton et al., 2007) , are used to evaluate DECMDR. The data include a total of 500 569 SNPs, including 1988 cases with coronary artery disease (CAD) and The best epistatic interaction for each chromosome is shown in Table 2 . The related genes are obtained from dbSNP at the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI); the designation UNKNOWN indicates the SNP is not located on the gene. The 23 prediction error rates are located in the region between 0.041 and 0.387, and the mean prediction error rate is 0.266 (SD: 0.085). The epistatic interaction in Chr 12 shows an error rate <0.1. Six epistatic interactions (Chrs 3, 4, 13, 14, 17 and 20) have the error rates between 0.1 and <0.2, and ten epistatic interactions (Chrs. 1, 2, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 15, 16 and 18 ) have a range of error rates from 0.2 to <0.3. Six epistatic interactions have an error rate >0. 3 (Chrs. 7, 11, 19, 21, 22 and X) . The P-value is estimated by v 2 test, and P-value indicates the significance level of epistatic interaction between two SNPs (Wan et al., 2010) . All detected epistatic interactions in 24 chromosomes show the P-value < 0.0001, indicating a strong significant interaction between two SNPs. When the prediction error rate is smaller than 0.5, the associations by chance are significantly reduced (Coffey et al., 2004) , indicating the results obtained by DECMDR identify a more significant epistatic interaction.
The details of all epistatic interactions are shown in Supplementary Figures S1-S23 . For the symbol A in all figures, the (black) left bar in a class represents the frequency of cases and the (white) right bar represents the frequency of controls. Gray classes indicate membership in the high-risk group. The symbol B in all figures summarizes the prediction error rates in 5-fold CV. Risk relative to the most common homozygote genotype is reported as the symbol C in all figures, in which the reference is represented by 1. The references are selected according the total number of cases and controls in the class, e.g. the total number of genotype pair (GG, GG) is higher than that of genotype pair (AA, AA) in the DECMDR result in Chr 1. The symbol X indicates that no sample exists in either cases or controls. The top epistatic interaction in the WTCCC is Chr 12 for the SNP pari (rs16926425, rs7299571), and the prediction error rate is 0.041. The symbol A of Chr 12 clearly shows the distinctions between cases and controls in genotype pairs (CT, AA), (CT, AG), (CT, GG), (TT, AG) and (TT, GG). This indicates that DECMDR can accurately differentiate between CAD cases and controls. In Chr 16 ( Supplementary Fig. S16 ), the analysis of the CAD dataset shows a significant epistatic interaction between rs235633 and rs41483646. The symbol C shows that the risk for the genotype pair (CC, AA) relative to genotype (TT, GG) is equal to 0.015 (95% CI: 0.001-0.178), which is significantly lower than 1, indicating the significant protection from the development of CAD. Chr 3 (Supplementary Fig. S3 ) for SNP pair (rs41367044 and rs10866051) are similar to Chr 16. The times are used to compute each chromosome and are shown in Table 2 .
Discussion
CMDR suffers from the problem of high-dimensional computations, in which the computational time is needed to evaluate the best model amongst a subset, n, of m loci is (m choose n) Â (total number of samples þ k-fold Â 3 n ). Thus, for 10 SNPs and 400 samples, CMDR would need 20 025 runs to model the two-way interactions. However, the number of n-locus SNP combinations (m choose n) such that CMDR is considered exhaustive search methods. For a dataset of 1000 SNPs with 1000 cases and 1000 controls, CMDR took %39 s to run an exhaustive search on an Intel core(TM) i7 2.8 GHz with 4GB memory, whereas DECMDR took %18 s on the same PC. For the largest data, the average running times for all large datasets, CMDR takes %6.15 h, while DECMDR takes %52.6 s, respectively. This indicates that DE algorithm can improve the running time of CMDR in large datasets. The execution time of DECMDR is much shorter than that of CMDR because DECMDR uses the metaheuristics to find the significant epistasis in genomewide datasets. The DE algorithm can be effectively used to detect epistatic interactions due to the joint effect property (Ye, 2003) which generally comprises three effects: (i) overall effect, (ii) n-order interaction effect, and (iii) main effect. In epistasis, the overall effect commonly appears amongst n risk factors. The main effect is that any effect(s) could serve as a guide to detect the correct multi-locus interaction. The n-order interaction effect is the least proper subset of the loci which also interacts epistatically. Highly-associated SNPs have a high probability of being a significant factor in the next-order interaction. A low prediction error rate in the CMDR model indicates a high statistically significant risk of n-factor effects. Suppose all twolocus combinations in four SNPs are sorted according the prediction error rate as {SNP a , SNP b }, {SNP a , SNP d }, {SNP a , SNP c }, {SNP b , SNP d }, . . ., {SNP b , SNP c }. Suppose the {SNP a , SNP b } is the best epistatic interaction, i.e. the minimum prediction error rate. {SNP a , SNP d } and {SNP a , SNP c } are both probably significant models for epistatic interactions, but neither is the best epistatic interaction. In this case, SNP a has the highest probability of joining a promising SNP to identify the more significant interaction because it's strongly associated with SNP c and SNP d . In the selection operation of the DE algorithm, promising SNPs can be retained to the next generation. These SNPs are then combined to produce the better SNP combinations through mutation and recombination operations. These properties allow us to apply the DE algorithm to find the significant epistatic interaction model. DECMRD can both be used to effectively detect potential epistatic interactions in large datasets with acceptable running times. The MDR-based methods (MDR and CMDR) use the crossvalidation consistency (CVC) to choose the best model. CVC is the number of cross-validation replicates in which the model with a highest number is chosen as the best model. In CVC, if the nested models have similar prediction error rates, then the reasonable selection rules will be consistent in terms of estimation but not necessary in terms of selection (Yang, 2007) . However, a more significant epistatic interaction is the main concern. When the sample size is not large, the number of nested models can be increased, implying that a more significant epistatic interaction may occur at CVC ¼ 1 or CVC ¼ 2. This may lead to the omission of a more significant epistatic interaction. DECMDR modifies the selection strategy of CMDR in order to design a fitness function by evaluating the average prediction error rate over the k-fold CV subsets. Our results showed that the DECMDR can effectively detect the correct epistatic interaction in the simulation datasets.
DECMDR are based on CMDR, meaning DECMDR has the advantages of CMDR but without all of its disadvantages. Here, we show the specific advantage of DECMDR. DECMDR is fast and accurate methods for epistatic interaction detection. The running time of CMDR is significantly improved by DECMDR in large datasets, e.g. GWAS. These datasets may include the more 10 000 SNPs for the detection of potential epistatic interactions. DECMDR can search combinatorically explosive search spaces in genome-wide datasets and statistically evaluate high-order epistatic interactions. DE can improve CMDR to detect low prediction error rates and high sensitivity for disease prediction. Moreover, it can easily be combined with existing MDR methods. DECMDR can be applied to unbalanced datasets (i.e. where the number of cases and of controls is not the same) because DECMDR uses two adjustment functions to measure the low and high risk groups, and to evaluate the error rate to select the best model for unbalanced datasets. The function can effectively classify classes into high and low risk groups to increase the values of TP/TN. DECMDR includes the crossvalidation strategy to select the best model solely on the basis of its ability to make predictions using independent data. This is an important model validation technique to avoid data over-fitting and reduce false-positives in statistical analysis. DECMDR is nonparametric, making it suitable for use with small samples, thus it is The running time of DECMDR, the unit of time is second (s). P-value for epistatic interaction is estimated by v 2 test.
widely applied in tests of differences between independent samples (e.g. case-control studies). Non-parametric methods are not required to assume the distribution data before statistical analysis, and can avoid problems associated with the use of parametric statistics to model high-order interactions (Ritchie et al., 2001) . MDR evaluates the non-linear effect amongst factor combinations to detect the epistatic interaction in case-control studies (Moore et al., 2010) . DE algorithm demonstrates reliable performances to solve non-linear and multimodal problems (Storn and Price, 1997) as well as the constrained optimization problems (Price et al., 2006) . DE algorithm can outperform many well-known evolutionary algorithms (EAs) because of its advantages, namely simple and compact algorithm structure, few parameters, and superior convergence characteristics (Noman and Iba, 2006; Vesterstrom and Thomsen, 2004) . In addition, DE algorithm does not depend on gradient descent technique like the neural network based algorithms; thus, DE algorithm is not necessary for the fitness function to be differentiable or even continuous (Yao, 1999) . Therefore, DE algorithm can fit the MDR properties to detect epistatic interaction. However, the current version of DECMDR used the original DE algorithm to detect epistatic interaction. Several disadvantages can be considered to improve DE algorithm search ability in the future, including constraint satisfaction problem, modality, and so on (Storn, 2008) .
DECMDR can effectively reduce CMDR running time. However, due to their random nature, EAs are never guaranteed to find an optimal solution for any problem. Thus, DECMDR cannot guarantee to always find an optimal objective in a combinatorically explosive search space, but these two methods often find a good solution if one exists. In this study, we use the same random seed (set to 0) to control each test for reducing the impact of luck in terms of finding targets in simulation datasets, and results show that DECMDR can effectively find targets. We suggest that DECMDR should use several random seeds to detect epistatic interactions in real datasets. For example, when using 100 tests, we obtain 100 testing accuracy values and epistatic interactions that can use to determine where in that distribution we find the testing accuracy of the best model which is selected by the highest frequency model in the 100 tests.
In this study, the DE algorithm is successfully designed to combine CMDR in terms of search speed and success rate. In large datasets, the DE algorithm reduces CMDR running times from %6.15 h to %52.60 s. DECMDR outperforms CMDR in terms of detection performance in simulation datasets. The experimental results demonstrate that our new methods are powerful tools for handling large-scale GWAS data both in terms of speed and detection of the more significant, previously unidentified interactions.
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